1
{ stdenv, fetchurl, boost, cmake, python, ninja, root, gaudi 2 , clhep, xercesc, cppunit, libxml2, openssl, relax, gsl, eigen, aida, graphviz 3 , qt5, mysql57, sqlite, hepmc, cool, coral, libgit2, pkgconfig, vdt, cpp-gsl 4 , oracle-instant-client, xrootd 5 # Data packages 6 , det-sqldddb, fieldmap, gen-decfiles, paramfiles, prconfig, raweventformat 7
, tck-hlttck, tck-l0tck }: 8 9 stdenv.mkDerivation rec { 10 name = "LHCb-${version}"; 11 version = "v44r0"; 12 13 src = fetchurl { 14 url = "https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcb/LHCb/repository/${version}/archive. Make a derivation with a set of name/value pairs, known as attributes, containing package details.
General attributes
The source to build the package which can be downloaded via https, ftp, git, svn, cvs and other. The hash is as a dependency of the build to ensure reproduciblity. Source
Dependencies which must be present at build time. Each package can modify the build environment to do tasks like setting environment variables.
Runtime dependencies can be automatically deduced by searching for the presence each dependency's hash. Additional runtime dependencies can be specified using the attribute propagatedBuildInputs.
Build time dependencies

Runtime dependencies
The meta attribute contains metadata about the build without interacting with the build environment. This often contains a description of the package, licensing information and a list of maintainers.
Dependencies can modify the build procedure without requiring the default build script to support multiple build systems. Flags which are always required, such as setting install prefixes and RPATH are included by default, with custom attributes used for package specific dependencies.
Custom attributes
Package metadata
Here build tests are enabled and the phase is overridden to run ninja test instead of make check.
Modify phases
Additional phases can be added at any point to allow arbitrary builds to be defined without explicitly repeating steps that are required for every build.
Additional phases
Defining environments
Environments can also be defined using Nix -Get the build environment for a package -Make a meta package of symlinks (buildEnv)
Packages can easily define setup hooks -Arbitrary shell script that is sourced automatically -Can be used to easily add environment variables See the HSF packaging group's "testdrive" for an example of using buildEnv to define a deep stack.
Requirements for HEP packaging Production
Software must be stable for long periods (much longer than a LTS OS) Need to reliably reprocess data for 10+ years, even reproducing the bugs! Some dependencies will need to be updated such as 
